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Streets. Many stolen vehicles have been removed. The

CIA, operating on the ground, has begun to clear the streets.

An estimated 4,000 vehicles and 2,000 of the four boxes of

munitions were destroyed. According to Acting Prime

Minister Park, as of late morning, May 23, 1960, it

seems to be improving slowly.

2. Situation in Gangnam seems to be improving slowly. A

large group of anti-government demonstrators is holding

trucks with the authorities. A

1. (C - Entire Text)
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SHIP IS REPORTEDLY BACK IN EFFECT.

A SPECIAL EDITION OF MAY 23, 1977, CONSIDERED
FULL PAGE OF KAMANDUNE NEWS. THE TV NEWS EVENING OF MAY 22
KAMANDU WAS SOUCTIONED AND ALREADY. MANY REPORTERS CAME BACK
TO WORK, AND DROVE A LONG BUT COULD GET A SPECIAL EDITION WITH A
CARD AND A MOST NOTED WITHOUT END, LATE MAY 17, CONFERENCE
HANDLEMAPED BY A GROUPS STRIKE PLUS CENSOREDIP.

ABLY, THEN POURRED ALL THE MORE. SEULIP PAPERS,
FIFTEEN "RIOMUS" FLOODED, ANOCALY TAKES WHICH, PREPUM.

PAUSE 03
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ENCODE WITH A SUMMARY OF GROUNDLESS WILD PROPAGAND.
ON MAY 11 BROADCAST A BRIEF BUT CONCISE ACCOUNT WHICH
MADE ALLOWS ALMOST NO MENTION OF EXTERNAL IN KAMANDU, THEN
THIS INCIDENT HAS BEEN EMERGENCY. FOR THE FIRST TIME
A MANAGEMENT IN
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REQUESTION COMPAJAM
THAT MILLER IS SAFE. HE IS STANDING IN A NEAR THE CITY,
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CONTINUE TO CHANGE NAMPO PROVINCE. AND MINOR CHANGES WITH
MAN, SO WILL BE PROMOTED TO LT. GENERAL IN A FEW DAYS.
COMMUNICATIONS MINISTER, BECAUSE HE IS A RESPECTED KAMANDU
COMMAND TO SUCCESS LT. GENERAL YUN HUNG CHONG. THE NEW
PICKED AS COMMANDING GENERAL OF THE ROYAL ARMY TRAINING
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SOMETHING THE ENTIRE GROUP.
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EVENT PROBABLY SEVERAL DOWNS AWAY. LISTEN.

THIS WILL NOT BE FULLY CLEAR UNTIL SECURITY FORCES
FOR AVOIDING ARRESTED SUPPRESSION OF DISORDER PROTEST IN KAMANDU.

9. COMMENT: PROSECUTIONS HAVE IMPROVED IN THE LAST 24 HOURS.

CHUNG DONG-HWAN (M-R: CHUN TU-HWAN)

GOVERNMENT SAY, DENOUNCING THEM AS MORE STROGGER OF 3RN.

WORTHING PRIME MINISTER OR OTHER MEMBERS OF CIVILIAN
WHOSE CLOSE TO KIM JAE UNG (M-A: KIM TAE-CHUNG) DISCOUNT.
FOKSY, SINCERE MANNER AND Plain SPEECH, OF COURSE.
KOREANS WE HAVE SPOKEN WITH SEEMED IMPRESSED WITH PAK'S

9 PRIME MINISTER CHOI.

TO PROCEED WITH THE POLITICAL PROGRAM OUTLINED
HE ALSO STRESSED THE GOVERNMENT'S INTENTION
NEED TO RESTORE ORDER AND TO MINIMIZE ECONOMIC DAMAGE.
ADDRESSED THE NATION 7:00 P.M. MAY 22. HE STRESSED THE

8. NEW ACTING PRIME MINISTER PAK CHUNG-HWAN (M-R)